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Abstract
This research aimed to develop a new index showing the effect of rebound jumping with 
rhythm control on the stretch-shortening cycle （SSC）. Rebound jumping with maximum effort 
or rhythm control was performed by 115 healthy female subjects. The rhythm control rate was 
set for 6 conditions, ranging from 60 to 110 beats per minute （bpm）, at intervals of 10 bpm. Un-
der each condition, subjects performed about 12 consecutive rebound jumps, and five sets of sta-
ble and continuous data were used for analysis. The contact time （CT）, air time （AIR）, and re-
bound height were measured with a multi-jump tester. 
Jump time （CT and AIR） became shorter as the rhythm control rate increased, and longer 
if the rhythm slowed. However, an increase in jump time did not necessarily permit a higher 
jump, and it became clear that the highest jump was associated with an optimal rhythm. As the 
rhythm slowed, the CT was longer than the AIR for each jump. The estimated rhythm at which 
the ratio of CT to AIR approached 50% was lower for those with higher jumping ability. This 
estimated rhythm can be used to determine whether it is possible to achieve shorter CT with 
rhythm control. It has been suggested that rhythm control can be used for training and that 
training can effectively improve exercise efficiency. These results showed the effect of continu-
ous rebound jumping with rhythm control on SSC.
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35.2 ± 1.8 cm
平均最大跳躍高
32.1 ± 0.5 cm
平均最大跳躍高
30.1 ± 0.6 cm
平均最大跳躍高




23.6 ± 2.0 cm
滞空時間
接地時間
Fast Slow Fast Slow

















= 176.8, p<0.01，表１）。１跳躍時間は110 bpmか
ら60 bpmまでリズムが遅くなるほど長くなり（Ｆ
（5,690）= 4186.5, p<0.01，表１），接地時間は110 
bpmから60 bpmまでリズムが遅くなるほど長くな





























110bpm 100bpm 90bpm 80bpm 70bpm 60bpm
跳躍高 (cm) 29.6±3.8 18.1±2.1 22.2±2.8 25.7±4.6 24.8±5.0 23.1±4.6 23.4±4.8
RJindex (a.u.) 1.75±0.38 1.15±0.27 1.33±0.34 1.34±0.48 0.91±0.35 0.57±0.19 0.43±0.12
1跳躍時間 (msec) 669.9±30.9 545.1±24.0 598.5±9.1 664.2±11.1 740.1±14.8 853.7±16.4 992.1±57.8
接地時間 (msec) 172.7±23.6 162.7±21.8 173.6±26.1 207.6±43.2 293.2±51.7 421.8±49.9 560.0±51.2
滞空時間 (msec) 497.2±31.1 382.4±0.5 424.8±27.4 456.5±42.2 447.6±46.7 431.9±44.2 432.1±56.0
1跳躍中の接地時間の割合 (%) 25.8±3.2 29.7±4.0 29.0±4.4 31.3±6.4 39.8±6.8 49.5±5.2 56.4±4.4
1跳躍中の滞空時間の割合 (%) 74.2±3.2 70.4±4.4 71.1±4.7 68.6±6.4 60.4±6.7 50.5±5.2 43.6±4.4
リズム (bpm) 89.8±4.2 110.4±8.0 100.3±1.6 90.4±1.5 81.0±1.7 70.3±1.5 60.9±7.1
† † 1：110bpm < 100bpm < 90bpm > 80bpm > 70bpm > 60bpm (p<0.01)
† † 2：110bpm <100bpm = 90bpm >80bpm >70bpm > 60bpm (p<0.01)
† † 3：110bpm < 100bpm < 90bpm < 80bpm < 70bpm < 60bpm (p<0.01)









表1． 各条件での跳躍高，接地時間，滞空時間，1跳躍時間，実際のリズム（n = 115）
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る17） 18） 19） 20）。本研究では６種類のリズム統制条件
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